Diversity NCATE Accreditation Meeting
January 25, 2013
10:30 BH 208

Agenda

Nissa Ingraham, Terry Lovelace, Barbara Crossland, Karen Detrixhe, Pamela Shannon, and Barbara Martin

I. Review of Conceptual Framework

II. Review of Current Diversity Proficiencies We reviewed the framework, dispositions, and MOSPE standards for diversity areas. Barb C. and Nissa will write a current Diversity definition and Proficiencies for team approval. These should be sent out by Feb. 1st via email.
   a. Connection to new Conceptual Framework
   b. Potential Change/Shift? We all seemed to recognize that we need to have these updated, as our conceptual framework has changed and so have our state standards.
   c. Connection of current proficiencies to courses
   d. Review of potential documentation needed for approval of changed Diversity Proficiencies

III. Documents needed for NCATE Report We reviewed the matrices from last NCATE and the current expectations for our portion of the NCATE report. We decided that everyone would send any recruitment or retention efforts that their faculty do to Nissa to include on the survey of SECC/Elementary faculty. We also decided that we would ask our education students what retention efforts they are involved in so that we could archive these experiences for the electronic data room.
   a. Review of Matrix
   b. Review what data are already being gathered through TK20/TESS office/Nissa
c. Extra assistance in gathering?? Nissa will talk with the GAs to have them pull the syllabi items and assessments being given to put them into a matrix aligned with the proficiencies.

IV. Next meeting time? February 22 at 10:30-11:30